
  
To help you make progress in your Technology lessons we have made this help sheet for you. You will be able to look at 

your improvement comments on your progress statement and look up some useful resources below. 

We have also included a few reminders about the project that will help you think about your next steps in lesson. 

Remember there are 2 main types of plastics you 

need to know about. 

 

 

Click on the words above to be taken to a webpage 

that gives you a reminder of their properties. 

To make your Acrylic key ring you used the process of line 

bending using a strip heater. 

You had to shape and finish the Acrylic by filing down the 

dents and scratches made by the saw and scrape the 

surface clean with a steel ruler. 

 

 

 

 

Click on the image of the strip heater above to see a 

reminder of the machine and how to use it. 

 

Here are the possible improvement comments you may have received and links to resources to help you improve. 

 Plastics Investigation 

Improve your Plastics Investigation 

by adding more information about 

each type of plastic. 

Improve your Plastics Investigation 

by drawing more examples of plastic 

products. 

Improve your Plastics Investigation 

by presenting your work more 

clearly. 

 

Drawing 

You need to neaten up your drawing 

with a sharp pencil and accurate 

lines to improve them. 

Improve your drawings by adding 

colour, shade and tone to enhance 

the quality. 

To improve your drawings try to 

draw in a 3D style to increase the 

amount of detail shown. 

 

Annotating 

Explain clearly your understanding of 

using the strip heater. 

Explain clearly your understanding of 

injection moulding using the glue gun. 

Explain clearly your understanding of 

each practical process you have 

learnt. 

 

To make your Key fob you used a hot glue gun, a 

Thermoplastic called EVA. The process you used was 

injection moulding where molten plastic is pushed into a 

mould to create a shape. 

 

As you continue to 

design your products 

think about the suitable 

shapes and surface areas 

that cast successfully. 

http://www.technologystudent.com/designpro/plastic1.htm
http://www.technologystudent.com/designpro/drawdex.htm
http://www.technologystudent.com/rmprp07/prodflw1.html
http://www.technologystudent.com/joints/desk17.htm
http://www.technologystudent.com/despro_flsh/plasticsrev2.html
http://www.technologystudent.com/despro_flsh/plasticsrev1.html

